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metastock can also run in the cloud where
you have access to all the same powerful
analysis features on the go or on your
desktop. metastock works seamlessly with
the metatrader 5 trading platform, making it
easy to trade directly from metastock.
metastock includes charts and technical
analysis tools. these include candle charts,
market stats, volume, volume stats, and
implied volatility. you can also compare
current data to previous data as far back as
the beginning of time. metastock allows you
to drill down into the data to find the
information you need to make the best
trading decisions. the trade labeling feature
allows you to add comments, tags, and
labels to market data, making it easy to find
the specific information youre looking for.
you can also try the metastock academy, a
set of training videos that teach you how to
get started with metastock. these videos
make it easy to learn how to use metastock.
you can also test drive metastock for 30
days free of charge! metastock has been
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used by tens of thousands of active traders
worldwide, from novice to experts, and has
helped them with their financial success.
more than 84% of our customers say that
they are satisfied with metastock and are
using it to make the best possible trading
decisions. metastock has been providing
award-winning charting and analysis tools
for the self-directed trader for over 30 years.
capitalizing on technical analysis, our line of
trading software and market data are
designed for active traders of all levels so
they can backtest, scan and analyze the
markets with confidence.
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metastock remains profitable and is
profitable every year, both in the u.s. and

internationally. the company offers five year
subscription licenses, and every metastock
license includes free upgrades for a full five
years. metas eod option is available to all

metastock users, and its other products are
available at monthly subscription rates.

metastock is designed to be the best
charting software on the market, with
powerful charting features, technical

analysis features and advanced charting
capabilities. metas trading software and

financial analysis tools are user friendly and
offer an intuitive interface that can be used

by both novice and experienced traders.
metas software gives you the ability to

backtest, scan and analyze the markets with
confidence. our charting software and

financial analysis tools are designed for
active traders of all levels so they can
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backtest, scan and analyze the markets with
confidence. metastocks trading software and
market data are designed for active traders
of all levels so they can backtest, scan and

analyze the markets with confidence.
capitalizing on technical analysis, our line of

trading software and market data are
designed for active traders of all levels so
they can backtest, scan and analyze the
markets with confidence. metastock has

been providing award-winning charting and
analysis tools for the self-directed trader for

over 30 years. the result is buy and sell
signals you can count on. we have options

for day traders, swing traders and eod
traders to trade stocks, options, futures,

forex and more. try metastock and we are
confident youll agree that its the best

charting software available to the private
trader. 5ec8ef588b
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